The land status data is produced by the NPS and is based primarily on BLM land status records and plats. Native allotment latitude/longitude positions listed below are approximate only.

The park boundary is a statewide summary of all park, preserve, monument and current wilderness boundaries. Data used in preparation of the maps were obtained from USGS 1:250,000 topographic maps depicting the ANILCA boundaries compiled in 1980 by the Interior Alaska Planning Group. Data was then transferred to 1:63,360 USGS topographic base maps and reviewed for accuracy by the NPS/AKSO and Land Resources Program Center.

The National Park Service shall not be held liable for improper or incorrect use of the data displayed on this map. This map is not a legal document and is not intended to be used as such.

Note: Beds of navigable waters are state owned.

* Please check with NPS for latest status of selected & conveyed lands.